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BRN Shines The Light On The Major Parties

Summary: 
Do you think this time it will be different? How can we be sure that Scott Morrison and Bill Shorten
are lying for your vote? Past performance is a good guide. BRN feels the only way to change things is
to push independents and minor parties to support good policy. This will put important issues on the
agenda. Once this attracts media attention the candidates in the major parties will realise their seats
are at risk - there are no safe seats now. They and their parties too will then have to look at new
ideas and policies. Voters are crying out for something different. The LNP and ALP will be struggling
for a 30% primary vote. Voters have their boots and baseball bats ready. Election 2019 is our big
chance for big opportunities.
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Lies, Damn Lies .... and Political Promises
Brexit and Trump happened for a reason. People around the world are sick of being fleeced and lied
to by their "leaders." Geopolitical forces which aim to concentrate the world's wealth into a few
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hands greatly influence politics in most countries right around the world. Major parties do not
serve the interests of voters and citizens.

Schools - Hospitals - Roads is the mantra every three years. Australia is a wealthy nation.
If pollies were genuine these issue would have been sorted by now.

Debt - Deficit - Surplus - GDP - Unemployment - All dodgy meaningless figures bandied about
by conniving politicians. Australia's wealth is our resources and people. We could have full
employment with everyone on a living wage at least but our pollies can't do it without offending the
elite who are robbing the nation. Australia should have world class infrastructure and services right
around the country. Our politics and politicians have let us down.

Look at what we have seen in the business and personal lives of far too many politicians - right
around the world. If a politician's colleagues and families can't trust them do you think they will do
the right thing by their country and its people?

Morrison and Shorten depend on donations from banks and other corporate sponsors.
Are they going to stab the donors in the back or are they going to screw you?

Morrison tells us that small business doesn't need more Shorten taxes. Small business has been
done over for decades by both parties. 60% of small businesses fail within three years. The deck is
stacked against people trying to have a go. Morrison and Shorten don't care about a fair go for small
business. If a sucker jumps in to have a go they face unbearable tax and regulatory obligations. On
the way through governments, bankers, lawyers, insurers, accountants all take their cut until the
business dies.

For decades both major parties turned a blind eye to bank crimes and corruption. Both
parties opposed a Royal Commission until public and media pressure forced Shorten in 2016 to
finally support the proposal. The ALP had six years in office. Many of the legacy cases occurred on
their watch. What did they do for victims when they had the power? ..... Nothing..!!

The people have not forgotten that it was Keating's ALP that sold off our national bank - the
Commonwealth Bank. Which bank was found to be engaged in some of the most shocking conduct
by gutsy journalists like Adele Ferguson and brave whistleblowers like Jeff Morris? (see Whistleblower
link below) The greatly flawed Royal Commission didn't even touch the worst of it.

Election 2019 is Australia's chance to give the major parties and the power brokers that
control them a big kick. By encouraging independents and minor parties to adopt good policies it
will force new ideas onto the agenda. With luck the media will pick up on it and force Morrison and
Shorten to consider policies in the nation's interests.

What can people do now?

BRN is campaigning for several key policies -

1). A properly bank funded remediation program for victims of bank crimes and misconduct.

2). Legislation that ensures bankers involved in crimes are stripped of their assets and face jail terms
where appropriate.

3). The establishment of an Australian sovereign wealth fund.

4). The establishment of a national bank.

5). The gradual implementation of a Citizenship Dividend which will guarantee a useful job to every
citizen.

6). Properly funded access to justice for all citizens involved in a legal dispute with a corporation or
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government.

Contact candidates and ask them to support these policies. More details can be found in the
links below.

Click here to find MPs and Senators >> CONTACT DETAILS

You can help BRN by interacting with us on Facebook >> HERE - and letting us know about the
minor party & independent candidates in your electorate.

We know that Morrison or Shorten will be PM no matter what happens during the
election. What we want to do is have the people choose the policies. It doesn't matter
who implements them or which party wins. The independents and minor parties can help
us to get the policies on the agenda plus if they do win the balance of power we have a
good chance of seeing the pressure maintained in the new Parliament.

BRN does not support parties - we support policies. All minor parties and independents
need to be informed - as do marginal seat candidates. Contact them - some links listed
below:

Centre Alliance
United Australia Party
One Nation
The Greens
Katter's Australian Party
Australian Conservatives

Election 2019 - time for the people to win .... not a party. Stand - Unite - Make It Right
(#SUMIR) - article links also below

Related Links: Stand - Unite - Make It Right. The Launch
Step 1 - SUMIR - Sovereign Wealth Fund
Step 2 - SUMIR - Sovereign Monetary System
Banks Hide Genuine Remediation Formula
Bankers Are Robbing The Country
Whistleblower Drops Bombshell On Senate
Scott Morrison Not Shocked By Bank Crimes
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